Abstract. Given a compact metric space X and a probability measure in the σ−algebra of Borel subsets of X, we will establish a dominated convergence theorem for ultralimits of sequences of integrable maps and apply it to deduce a non-standard ergodic-like theorem for any probability measure.
Introduction
Let (X, B, µ) be a measure space, where B is a σ−algebra of subsets of X and µ is a σ−finite measure on B, and consider a measurable map T : X → X. One says that T : X → X preserves µ (or that µ is T −invariant) if µ(T −1 (A)) = µ(A) for any A ∈ B. The measure µ is said to be ergodic with respect to T if, given A ∈ B with T −1 (A) = A, we have µ(A) × µ(X \ A) = 0. For each x ∈ X, its orbit by T is defined by the sequence of iterates (T n (x)) n ∈ N , where T 0 = Id. If T preserves µ and µ is finite, the Recurrence Theorem of Poincaré asserts that, for every A ∈ B with µ(A) > 0, the orbit of almost every point in A returns to A infinitely many times. If, additionally, µ is ergodic with respect to T , then the expected time for the first return, as estimated by Kac (cf. [12] ), is of the order of 1 µ(A) . Besides, by the Ergodic Theorem of Birkhoff [15, 9] we may also evaluate the mean sojourn of almost every orbit in A, and it is asymptotically close to µ(A). The statement of the Ergodic Theorem is in fact more general, asserting that, if T preserves µ and ϕ : X → R belongs to L 1 (X) (as happens with the characteristic map χ A for every set A ∈ B whenever µ is a finite measure), then there exists ϕ ∈ L 1 (X) such that, at µ − a.e. x ∈ X, we have lim n→+∞ 1 n n k=1 ϕ • T k (x) = ϕ(x) and ϕ • T (x) = ϕ(x), and X ϕ dµ = X ϕdµ. Several generalizations of this theorem are known, either demanding less from the observable ϕ or from the probability measure µ (cf. [11, 5, 6] ). The aim of this work is to settle an abstract frame for these generalizations through a non-standard dominated convergence theorem whenever X is a compact metric space and µ is a Borel probability measure. Its application to Birkhoff averages of measurable bounded potentials, with respect to either dynamical systems without invariant measures (such as T : [0, 1] → [0, 1] given by T (x) = x 2 if x = 0, T (0) = 1) or to those whose invariant measures have relevant sets of points with historical behavior (as the ones described in [14, 10] ), conveys more information on the accumulation points of such averages. The main tools in this non-standard approach are the notions of ultrafilter and ultralimit, besides the ultrapower construction in order to produce extensions of relevant structures and transformations to the non-standard realm. (Concerning non-standard analysis, we refer the reader to [7, 8] . ) The paper is organized as follows. After recalling a few basic properties of ultralimits, ultraproducts, the shadow map and integrability, we will prove a Dominated Convergence Theorem for ultralimits, from which we will deduce an ergodic-like theorem for a Borel probability measure in a compact Hausdorff space, where a dynamical system T is acting, and a measurable bounded function. Using the shift map in the space of ultrafilters, we will also show the existence of a space mean of the Birkhoff limits when we take into account all the possible choices of the ultrafilter.
Basic definitions
In this section we will give a brief though comprehensive list of the non-standard concepts and results we will use in the sequel. More information may be found in [8] .
2.1. Filters. A filter on a set X is a non-empty family F of subsets of X such that:
A filter U on X is said to be an ultrafilter if for every A ⊆ X either A ∈ U or X \ A ∈ U (but not both due to conditions (i) and (iii)). Ultrafilters are maximal filters with respect to the inclusion, and provide a useful criterion to establish which sets are considered large. Given m ∈ N, the family U m = {A ⊆ N : m ∈ A} is an ultrafilter in N, called principal. We are interested in non-principal ultrafilters as a measure of largeness of sets. For instance, take the Fréchet filter F cf = {A ⊆ N : N \ A is finite}, that is, the collection of subsets of N whose complement is finite. There exists an ultrafilter U cf containing F cf : since the union of any chain of proper filters is again a proper filter, by Zorn's Lemma the filter F cf is contained in a maximal proper filter U cf . It is not hard to see that U cf is a non-principal ultrafilter. One advantage of using this kind of ultrafilters is the fact that an ultrafilter is non-principal if and only if it contains the Fréchet filter of co-finite subsets.
Assuming that N has the discrete topology, we will denote by βN the Stone-Čech compactification of N, which is a non-metrizable Hausdorff compact space (cf. [16] ). The space βN is homeomorphic to the collection U N of all the ultrafilters of subsets of N endowed with the topology generated by the (open and closed) sets {O F } F ⊆N where
2.2. Ultralimits. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and U be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. We say that a sequence (x n ) n∈N in X is U −convergent in X to ℓ, and denote its limit by U -lim n x n , if, for any neighborhood V ℓ of ℓ, we have {n ∈ N : x n ∈ V ℓ } ∈ U . Observe that the U -lim n x n always exists since X is compact. Otherwise, for every ℓ ∈ X we may find an open neighborhood V ℓ such that the set C ℓ = {n ∈ N : x n ∈ V ℓ } does not belong to U . As U is an ultrafilter, the complement N \ C ℓ must be in U . Besides, as X is compact, we may take a finite subcover {V ℓ 1 , . . . , V ℓ k } of the cover (V ℓ ) ℓ∈X . The finite intersection k j=1 N \ C ℓ j is in U as well. Hence, as the empty set is not in U , we conclude that
This contradicts the fact that {V ℓ 1 , . . . , V ℓ k } is a cover of X. Additionally, as X is Hausdorff, the ultralimit is unique.
Given a sequence (x n ) n∈N , the ultralimits for all the possible choices of non-principal ultrafilters in N are precisely the cluster points of this sequence. In particular, if the sequence is convergent in X to a limit ℓ, then U -lim n x n = ℓ for every non-principal ultrafilter U in N. If a real-valued sequence is not bounded, its U −limit always exists, though it may be either +∞ or −∞.
2.3. Ultrapower construction. Let X be a compact metric space, µ be a probability measure defined on the σ−algebra B of the Borel subsets X and U be an ultrafilter in N. Given two sequences (a n ) n ∈ N and (b n ) n ∈ N of elements of X, define the equivalence relation
Denote by X the ultrapower of X made by the equivalence classes of sequences of elements of X, that is,
In what follows we will denote by [x n ] the equivalence class of the sequence (x n ) n ∈ N in X.
In a natural way, X is embedded in X by the inclusion map ι : X ֒→ X given by ι(x) = [x], where [x] stands for the equivalence class of the constant sequence whose term is constant and equal to x.
2.4.
The shadow map. Part of the usefulness of the ultrapower structures relies on the possibility to transfer information from its universe to the standard realm. To do it, one often uses the shadow map sh U , X : X → X defined by
Proof. Let C be a closed subset of X and suppose that there exists
Since C is closed we can find ǫ > 0 such that the open ball B ǫ (y) of radius ǫ centered at y is contained in X \ C. By definition y = U -lim n x n , and thus {n ∈ N : x n ∈ B ǫ (y)} ∈ U . Therefore, {n ∈ N : x n ∈ X \ C} ∈ U , or equivalently,
(C). If C were not closed, then one could find y ∈ X \ C such that, for every n ∈ N, we would have
by the previous item, and that
2.5. Ultraproducts and a finitely additive measure. A set Λ ⊂ X is said to be an ultraproduct set (which we abbreviate to UP-set) if there exists a sequence (A n ) n ∈ N of subsets of X such that
For UP-sets that are determined by sequences of Borel sets, which form an algebra we denote by B, we have defined a finitely additive measure as follows:
The previous computation does not depend on the sequence (A n ) n ∈ N of measurable subsets of X whose product builds Λ (cf. [8] ).
2.6. U −integrability. Let X be a compact metric space, µ be a probability measure defined on the σ−algebra B of the Borel subsets X and U be a non-principal ultrafilter in N. A sequence (f n ) n ∈ N of B−measurable functions f n : X → R is said to be U −integrable if the following conditions hold:
(1) For every n ∈ N, the map f n is µ−integrable.
For example, take B ∈ B, the characteristic map χ B of B and, for each natural number n,
and, for every sequence (B n ) n ∈ N of elements of B satisfying U -lim n µ(B n ) = 0, we have
By a similar argument, we conclude that if ϕ : X → R is a measurable and bounded map (so, for every n ∈ N 0 , the map ϕ • T n is µ−integrable), then the sequence (f n ) n ∈ N defined by
On the contrary, the unbounded sequence of maps f n : [0, 1] → R defined by f n (x) = n if x < 1/n and f n (x) = 0 otherwise is not U −integrable if we consider in [0, 1] the Lebesgue measure m. Indeed, for every n ∈ N, the map f n is Lebesgue-integrable and lim n |f n | d m = 1. However, if B n = [0,
1 n ] for every n ∈ N, then lim n m(B n ) = 0 but Bn |f n | d m = 1. We observe that, in this case, lim n f n d m = lim n f n d m.
Main results
After selecting a non-principal ultrafilter in N and extending the finitely additive measure (2.1) to a measure defined on a σ−algebra on the ultrapower X that contains sh
(B), we will consider integrable maps and the ultralimits of their Birkhoff averages in order to prove a non-standard pointwise convergence theorem for any probability measure.
There are two main difficulties to establish such a result. The first one is the lack of some version of the Dominated Convergence Theorem with respect to ultralimits. We will establish the following one.
Theorem A. If g : X → R is µ−integrable and (f n ) n ∈ N is a sequence of real-valued µ−integrable functions with |f n | ≤ g for every n ∈ N, then the map
is µ U −integrable and satisfies
This result is a consequence of a more general statement concerning bounded U −integrable sequences (f n ) n ∈ N of real-valued functions which we will prove in Section 5.
integrable sequence of real-valued functions, then the map
The second difficulty concerns the measurability of the ultralimit: although the pointwise convergence with respect to an ultrafilter of a sequence of measurable functions is guaranteed, its ultralimit may not be measurable. Let us see an example. Consider a compact metric space X, a σ−algebra of subsets of X, an ultrafilter U and a sequence (f n ) n ∈ N of measurable functions f n : X → R. If U is principal, generated by {n 0 }, then the U -lim n f n is f n 0 , so it is measurable. Otherwise, if U is non-principal, consider X = [0, 1] with the usual topology and the Lebesgue measure. For each n ∈ N and x ∈ X, define f n (x) = the nth digit in the infinite binary expansion of x.
Then the U -lim n f n sends x ∈ X to 1 if and only if the set {n ∈ N : the nth bit in the infinite binary expansion of x is 1} is in U . In other words, if we identify x via its binary expansion with a sequence of 0's and 1's and if we then regard that sequence as the characteristic function of a subset of N, then the U -lim n f n , mapping subsets of N to {0, 1}, is just the characteristic function of U . However, a theorem of Sierpinski [13] 1 asserts that this is never Lebesgue measurable when U is a non-principal ultrafilter. To overcome this problem, we summon the ultrapower extension of the space X with respect to a fixed ultrafilter. This way, we are able to prove the following property of the Birkhoff averages of bounded measurable potentials ϕ as a direct consequence of Theorem A when applied to the sequence
whenever (f n ) n ∈ N is U −integrable.
Corollary A. Let X be a compact metric space, µ be a probability measure defined on the Borel subsets of X and U be a non-principal ultrafilter in N. Consider a measurable map T : X → X and a measurable bounded function ϕ : X → R. Then there exists a µ U −integrable map ϕ U : X → R satisfying:
As an immediate consequence of Corollary A and [9] we deduce that, if µ is T −invariant, then, given a measurable bounded function ϕ : X → R and an ultrafilter U , we have:
(a) The maps ϕ U • ι and ϕ (given by the Ergodic Theorem applied to T and ϕ) coincide µ almost everywhere.
. A natural question we may now address concerns the impact of the choice of the ultrafilter U . Using the shift map on the space βN of all non-principle ultrafilters in N and a suitable Borel shift-invariant probability measure on βN of all non-principle ultrafilters, we will show in Section 7 that there exists in βN a space mean of all the ultralimits of the Birkhoff averages (3.1).
Construction of an ultrapower measure
In this section we recall how to extend µ U to a σ−algebra containing B.
Lemma 4.1. [8, Theorem 11.10.1] Let (Λ n ) n ∈ N be a decreasing sequence of non-empty UPsets Λ n . Then n ∈ N Λ n = ∅. Therefore, any cover of a UP-set by countably many UP-sets has a finite subcover.
Since µ U is finitely additive and for any disjoint union Λ =˙ k ∈ N Λ k of UP-sets Λ k there is k 0 ∈ N such that Λ = Λ 1∪ . . .∪ Λ k 0 , with Λ k = ∅ for every k > k 0 , we conclude that the compatibility condition
is valid. Consequently,
The finitely additive measure µ U can be extended to a measure, we will keep denoting by µ U , on a σ−algebra L( B) which satisfies:
Under the assumption that X is a metric space and µ a Borel probability measure, we know that µ is a regular measure (cf. [15, Corollary 6.1.1]). More precisely, for any Borel set B ∈ B there is a decreasing sequence (O n ) n ∈ N of open sets and an increasing sequence (C n ) n ∈ N of closed sets such that
From this property we deduce that the σ−algebra sh
is contained in L( B) and that sh U , X is a measure preserving map. Proof. For each B ∈ B, consider sequences (O n ) n ∈ N and (C n ) n ∈ N as in (4.2). Then
By Lemma 2.1, we have C n ⊂ sh
(C n ) and sh
Then,
Moreover, by Definition 2.1 we have
Hence, with Proposition 4.2 we confirm that sh
. Additionally, we deduce that
We will now prove that any element of L( B) differs from an element of B by a µ U −null set. Proof. According to Carathéodory Extension Theorem, we can find an increasing sequence of sets Σ n ∈ B and a decreasing sequence of sets Υ n ∈ B such that, for every n ∈ N,
and
By definition, for each n ∈ N there are sequences (A n,k ) k ∈ N and (B n,k ) k ∈ N of Borel subsets of X such that
Given n ∈ N, denote by K n the set of k ∈ N such that
We observe that K n ∈ U for every n ∈ N. Since B satisfies the finite intersection property stated in Lemma 4.1, we may assume that the sequence (K n ) n ∈ N is decreasing. Moreover, as all co-finite sets belong to U , we may also suppose that, if k ∈ K n , then k ≥ n. By setting K 0 = N and, for n ∈ N, J n = K n−1 \ K n we obtain a sequence (J n ) n ∈ N of disjoint subsets of positive integers with the property
Define the UP-set
We are left to prove that the set Λ satisfies
because, as Σ n ⊂ Γ, if Λ ⊂ Υ n for every n ∈ N then the assertion µ U (Γ ∆ Λ) = 0 is a straightforward consequence of (4.4).
To prove (4.7), it is enough to show that, for any n ∈ N, we have
Let n ∈ N and m > n any arbitrary integer. For k ∈ J m we have, by definition,
Therefore, Λ k ⊂ B n,k for any k ∈ m > n J m . So, by (4.6), we deduce that Λ k ⊂ B n,k for every k ∈ K n . As K n ∈ U , we finally obtain Λ ⊂ Υ n . In an analogous way one shows that Σ n ⊂ Λ.
If we endow the space X the quotient topology of the product topology in n ∈ N X, it will have the indiscrete topology because any nonempty open set in n ∈ N X depends on only finitely many coordinates. Although with this choice X would be compact, we are not interested in such a non-Hausdorff space. Otherwise, if we choose to give X the so called ultraproduct topology (cf. [3, 4] ), which is generated by the sets n ∈ N O n ∽ where each
O n is open in X, and for which the subsets n ∈ N F n ∽ , where F n is closed in X for every n, are closed, then the Borel sets are included in L( B). Notice that the σ−algebra we are considering in X contains the Borel sets of X. Moreover, by Proposition 4.4, given Γ ∈ L( B) there is Λ = n ∈ N A n ∽ ∈ B such that µ U (Γ ∆ Λ) = 0. As µ is regular, for each A n there exists a closed subset
So, although with this topology X may not be locally compact (cf. [3] ), the probability measure µ is inner regular.
Remark 4.1. We observe that the inclusion map ι may be non-measurable. 
Proof of Theorem A
As mentioned previously, for a sequence of measurable maps f n : X → R we do not necessarily have that f = U -lim n f n is a measurable function. However, we can extend f to a map f : X → R using the shadow map sh U , R : R → R by defining
(thus, if we identify x with its equivalent class [x], one has f ([x]) = U -lim n f n (x)). One advantage of performing this extension is the following.
Proof. Denote by B R the Borel sets of R. It is straightforward to verify that the map F : X → R defined by
is a measurable function from ( X, L( B)) to ( R, L( B R )). Indeed, we have F −1 ( B R ) ⊂ B since, for each n ∈ N, the map f n is measurable and so f −1 n (B R ) ⊂ B. To end the proof we are left to take into account that sh U , R is measurable (cf. Lemma 4.3) and that f = sh U , R • F .
Given a µ−integrable map g : X → R and a sequence (f n ) n ∈ N of µ−integrable realvalued functions satisfying |f n | ≤ g for every n ∈ N, then (f n ) n ∈ N is U −integrable. Indeed, conditions (2) and (3) of Subsection 2.6 are immediate consequences of the domination |f n | ≤ g by a µ−integrable map g.
Proof. As usual, we will verify the statement for sequences of characteristic functions of measurable subsets of X, then proceed to bounded sequences of simple functions and finally bounded sequences of measurable functions.
Sequences of measurable characteristic maps. We start considering a sequence of maps (f n ) n ∈ N = (χ An ) n ∈ N , where χ An stands for the characteristic function of a measurable subset A n of X. As f is well defined (cf. Subsection 2.2), measurable and bounded, it is µ U −integrable. Our aim is to prove that
Notice that, by definition, if Λ = n ∈ N A n ∽ , then
Consequently, by (2.1),
Bounded sequences of simple measurable maps. We proceed considering a bounded U −integrable sequence of simple functions f n : X → R defined by
where a n,k ∈ R, A n,k ∈ B and, by assumption (2) of Subsection 2.6,
The corresponding ultralimit f : X → R is measurable (cf. Lemma 5.1) and bounded, hence µ U −integrable. Using (5.3) and the linearity of both the U -lim and the integral operator, we obtain
Bounded sequences of measurable maps. Take now a sequence of bounded measurable and U −integrable functions f n : X → R, and consider the corresponding ultralimit f : X → R, which is µ U −integrable because it is measurable and bounded.
Lemma 5.3. Given a bounded measurable map g : X → R and ε > 0, there exists a simple function s ε : X → R supported on UP-sets such that
Proof. Fix g and ε > 0. There is a simple map r ε = p k=1 a k χ Γ k , where a k ∈ R and Γ k ∈ L( B), such that
By Proposition 4.4, for each k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , p}, we can find Υ k ∈ B such that µ U (Γ k ∆ Υ k ) = 0. Rewriting, if needed, the sum that defines r ε , we may assume that X is the disjoint union of the sets Γ k , so
and, recursively, for 1 ≤ k ≤ p, set
Then, µ U (Ω p+1 ) = 0 and s ε = p k=1 a k χ Ω k is a simple function supported on UP-sets such that r ε (z) = s ε (z) for µ U −almost every z ∈ X and X r ε d µ U = X s ε d µ U .
For a simple function s :
and A k,n ∈ B for every n, we can consider the induced sequence of simple functions (s n : X → R) n∈N by setting
Then, from 5.2 we obtain, using the linearity properties of the U -lim,
and, applying (5.3), we get
Take ε > 0 arbitrary. By Lemma 5.3, we may find a simple function
Let s ε n n ∈ N be the sequence of simple functions induced by s ε as explained in (5.5), obeying to 5.6 and 5.7.
Proof. Suppose this is not true. Then the set
. But, from the definiton of E n , we deduce that, for every [
of W n . We note that one cannot have U -lim n γ n = +∞, otherwise U -lim n (γ n − 1) = +∞ although, by the minimality of γ n , we must also have
Yet, these two properties contradict the condition (3) of the definition of U −integrability of (f n ) n . Indeed, for every sequence (L n ) n ∈ N of elements of N satisfying lim n → +∞ L n = +∞, we have lim n → +∞ µ(A n,Ln ) = 0, which, due to condition (3), yields U -lim n A n,Ln f n dµ = 0. Therefore, there exists M 0 ∈ N such that U -lim γ n = M 0 . Consequently,
This is the uniformity we were looking for.
Changing the ultrafilter
Consider a compact metric space X, a Borel probability measure µ in X, a measurable map T : X → X, a non-principal ultrafilter U in N and a measurable bounded function ϕ : X → R. We will show that there is a Borel shift-invariant probability measure η U in βN such that, for every x ∈ X, the space mean in βN given by
is well defined. A natural dynamics in βN is determined by the extension to the Stone-Čech compactification βN of the map s : N → N such that s(n) = n + 1. More precisely, we have defined a continuous map (whom we also call shift)
where A − 1 = {n ∈ N : n + 1 ∈ A}. It is easy to verify that S commutes with the map σ :
. Therefore, by the linearity of the ultralimits we have, for every k ∈ N,
The space C 0 (βN) of all continuous maps f : βN → R (which have compact support) is isometrically isomorphic to the space ℓ ∞ (R) of bounded sequences of R. Indeed, if τ : N → βN is the inclusion that takes n 0 ∈ N to the principal ultrafilter U n 0 , then the maps
are linear norm-preserving isomorphisms between the two spaces.
Having fixed the ultrafilter U ∈ βN, consider the operator L : C 0 (βN) → R which assigns to each ψ ∈ C 0 (βN) (which, after the identification of C 0 (βN) with ℓ ∞ (R), may be seen as a bounded sequence (a n ) n ∈ N ) the real number
The operator L is linear, positive, and L(1) = 1. Moreover, given ψ ∈ C 0 (βN), the map ψ • S is represented by the bounded sequence (a n+1 ) n ∈ N , and so
Therefore, by the Representation Theorem of Riesz-Markov-Kakutani there is a unique regular Borel probability measure η U on βN such that
For instance, if we take x 0 ∈ X, a bounded map ϕ : X → R and the bounded sequence
then we conclude that
We recall that the map p ∈ βN → p-lim n ϕ(T n (x 0 )) is the continuous Stone-Čech extension of the continuous map n ∈ N → ϕ(T n (x 0 )), and so it is η U −integrable. An important consequence of the way the probability measure η U was obtained is the fact that η U is S−invariant. Indeed, in normal Hausdorff spaces (such as the compact Hausdorff βN) the characterization of invariant probabilities made be done using continuous maps (cf.
[15, Theorem 6.2]); and, for every ψ ∈ C 0 (βN),
Consequently, by the Ergodic Theorem of Birkhoff, given an L( B)−measurable and η U −integrable map ψ : βN → R, the sequence of averages ψ(p) + ψ(S(p)) + ψ(S 2 (p)) + · · · + ψ(S n−1 (p)) n n ∈ N converges at η U almost every p ∈ βN, thus defining an L( B)−measurable and η U −integrable map ψ such that ψ • S = ψ. Moreover, βN ψ dη U = βN ψ dη U , that is, In particular, if x 0 ∈ X, ϕ : X → R is a bounded map and we consider the bounded sequence is well defined and is given by βN ψ {x 0 , ϕ, T } (p) dη U (p), where ψ {x 0 , ϕ, T } stands for the Birkhoff limit of the averages of the observable ψ {x 0 , ϕ, T } ∈ C 0 (βN) with respect to the dynamics S and the probability measure η U , that is, at η U almost every p ∈ βN.
Example
Take X = [0, 1] and consider the dynamics T (x) = We note that X ϕ dµ = ϕ(0) = 0 as well. If we consider instead the Dirac measure µ = δ 1 supported on {1}, then the previous argument also proves that, for every ultrafilter U , the map ϕ U is 0 at µ U almost every point of X. However, now we get X ϕ dµ = ϕ(1) = 1.
